Bounded Second-Order Unification is a decidable variant of undecidable Second-Order Unification. Stratified Context Unification is a decidable restriction of Context Unification, whose decidability is a long-standing open problem. This paper is a join of two separate previous, preliminary papers on NP-completeness of Bounded Second-Order Unification and Stratified Context Unification. It clarifies some omissions in these papers, joins the algorithmic parts that construct a minimal solution, and gives a clear account of a method of using singleton tree grammars for compression that may have potential usage for other algorithmic questions in related areas.
Introduction
Bounded Second-Order Unification (BSOU) is a decidable variant of the undecidable Second-Order Unification Problem (Goldfarb, 1981) . Stratified Context Unification (SCU) is a decidable restriction of Context Unification, whose decidability is a long-standing open problem. This paper is a join of two separate previous, preliminary papers on NPcompleteness of Bounded Second-Order Unification (Levy et al., 2006a) and Stratified Context Unification (Levy et al., 2006b) , which adds more explanation and proofs, and also gives a simplified account of the common structure of the algorithmic and the proof parts. The main idea of the proof is, given a unification problem, to guess a polynomially-sized (compressed) representation of a minimal unifier, and then test (in polynomial time) whether this is really a unifier. This is a paradigmatic method to show that a unification problem is in NP. We will explain the details below.
Second-Order Unification (SOU) is unification in the simply typed lambda calculus (Dowek, 2001) restricted to terms with variables of order at most two and function symbols of order at most three. In other words, the problem of, given two λ-terms of the same type that satisfy the previous conditions, deciding if there exists a substitution of free variables (unknowns) by equally typed terms, such that when applied to both terms result in the same term modulo αβη-equality. Second-Order Unification is undecidable (Goldfarb, 1981) . It is undecidable even under severe restrictions like the number of second-order variables (just one), their number of occurrences (just four) or their arity (Farmer, 1991; Levy and Veanes, 2000) . In addition, all these languages require having function symbols with arity at least two. In (Farmer, 1991) and (Levy and Villaret, 2002) it is proved that one single binary function symbol is enough to get undecidability. The fragment, where arities of function symbols is at most one, called Monadic Second-Order Unification (MSOU) , is decidable (Farmer, 1988) . In (Levy et al., 2004) and (Levy et al., 2008) we prove the NP-completeness of MSOU, where the method of guessing a compressed representation (as a string) and then checking unifiability, is similar to the method used in this paper. Apart from these syntactic restrictions on the equations of Second-Order Unification, there may be semantic restriction on the permitted solutions.
Bounded Second-Order Unification (BSOU) is a variant of Second-Order Unification where instantiation of second-order variables in the unifier can use their arguments only a bounded number of times. In (Schmidt-Schauß, 2004 ) the decidability of this problem is proved, where the algorithm has at least a worst-case exponential execution time. In this paper we investigate a simplification of it: second-order variables are at most unary and instantiation can use their argument once or ignore the argument. In (Schmidt-Schauß, 2004 ) the general case of Bounded Second-Order Unification is NP-reduced to this restricted case.
Context Unification (CU) is typically defined as an extension of First-Order Unification where context variables are allowed. These variables have arity one and can only be instantiated by contexts, i.e. terms with a hole, where their argument will be "plugged in''. Context Unification can also be defined as a variant of Second-Order Unification with the syntactic restriction of having at most unary variables, and the semantic restriction is that instances of second-order variables use their argument exactly once. Despite the similarities between Context Unification and the simplification of Bounded Second-Order Unification that we are considering, decidability of Context Unification is an open problem, even under the restriction of having at most one binary function symbol (Levy and Villaret, 2002) . Nevertheless, there are some decidable fragments, like the case where at most two second-order variables are permitted (Schmidt-Schauß and Schulz, 2002) or the case where at most two occurrences per variable are permitted (Levy, 1996) , and other variants (Levy et al., 2005; Kutsia et al., 2007) .
Stratified Context Unification (SCU) is a fragment of Context Unification where the nesting of second-order variables is restricted to be the same for all occurrences of the same variable. Stratified Context Unification is decidable (Schmidt-Schauß, 2002 ). As we can see from the definitions of the problems, Bounded Second-Order Unification and Stratified Context Unification are quite similar problems. Also the algorithms have lots in common, though there are also significant differences in semantics and in the algorithm.
Minimal-size solutions for these problems may be exponentially large in the size of the equations. In this paper, we show that for any bounded second-order, or context equation s ?
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analyses see (Lohrey, 2006; Lifshits, 2007) . In (Busatto et al., 2005; Schmidt-Schauß, 2005) and (Lifshits, 2006 (Lifshits, , 2007 it is proved that, given a singleton tree grammar, we can decide in polynomial time (O(n 3 )) on the size n of the grammar whether two nonterminals define the same word, by using the corresponding results for words. These results serve us to show the NP-ness of Bounded Second-Order Unification and Stratified Context Unification, and hence, together with their NP-hardness proved in (Schmidt-Schauß, 2004) and (Schmidt-Schauß, 2002) , to obtain their NP-completeness. Similar techniques to describe efficient algorithms and good complexity bounds for unification algorithms using SCFGs are in (Levy et al., 2008) for solving monadic second-order unification. Efficient context-matching and first-order matching using STGs is described in (Gascón et al., 2008) , and efficient first-order unification of already compressed terms in (Gascón et al., 2009) .
The ideas behind the proof of the bound on the size of the grammar for representing sizeminimal solutions are the following. Typical proofs of unification decidability/complexity start by proving that some unifier σ of a problem s ? = t can be decomposed as
where n is bounded by some function of the size of the problem, and u i 's can be constructed from a bounded number of pieces of the previous partial instances
From the proof, we can usually derive an algorithm that finds the unifier as follow. For i = 1,...,n, we iteratively find the term u i , and apply the substitution [X i → u i ] to the problem. In the case of First-Order Unification, the situation is very simple. Variables X 1 ,...,X n are original variables from the problem, where n is bounded by the size of the problem. Moreover, since u i 's are subterms of the original problem, we do not need to instantiate the problem each time we find one of these u i 's and may reuse them. This results in a polynomial version of the well-known Robinson-algorithm that works on term-dags.
Decidability proofs of Bounded Second-Order Unification and Stratified Context Unification also follow this schema. However, to prove the tight complexity bound of this paper, we will follow a quite different approach. We will prove that for size minimal solutions we only need a polynomially bounded number or partial instances like (2), and that the terms and contexts u i 's required to obtain these partial instances can be built using a polynomial number of pieces like prefixes, suffixes, concatenations of contexts and subcontexts from
In some cases, we will also require to rise the resulting contexts to a power exponentially bounded by the size of the original problem. The proofs of these properties of minimal-size solutions rely also on the algorithms described in (Schmidt-Schauß, 2004 , 2002 .
From these results we can not directly prove the NP-ness of these problems. Although everything is polynomially bounded, the need of instantiating s be computed from it, makes the size of the problem increasing as a composition of a polynomially bounded number of polynomials, and this is not just a polynomial. So we need other methods to show a polynomial size bound.
In Section 3 we prove that, using Singleton Tree Grammars, we can represent these minimal solutions in polynomial space. The basic idea is that given a grammar that represents (2), we can also represent
by extending the grammar. As we have said, u i is built reusing pieces resulting from prefixes, suffixes, concatenations of contexts, subcontexts and exponentiations. We can extend the grammar in a controlled manner to construct these pieces, and at the end, these extensions result in a polynomial size STG. An improvement over earlier techniques is to use the so-called Vdepth that allows us to show that a polynomial number of instantiations of variables, as done in constructing unifiers in a unification algorithm, leads to polynomial space increase. This technique is already used in (Gascón et al., 2009 ) for first-order unification and extended in this paper to instantiations of second-order variables.
The structure of the paper follows the main ideas in the proof. In Section 2 we define some necessary notations and notions. In Section 3, the grammar mechanism of STGs is described. In particular, the construction methods for new pieces are explained, and detailed method for estimating the size increase by different constructions is given. In Section 4 there is a joint construction method for minimal-size solutions of bounded second-order unification problems as well as for stratified context unification problems. Finally, we can summarize and present the obtained results in Section 5.
Preliminaries
We use a signature = i≥0 i , where constants of i are i-ary, and a set of variables X = i=0,1 X i , where variables of X i are also i-ary. Variables of X 0 are therefore first-order variables and those of X 1 are (unary) second-order variables. We assume that 0 =∅ and 2 =∅. Notice that we do not consider second-order variables with arity greater than one. We denote variables with capital letters Z , if it may be first-order as well as second-order variables, and use the convention that X ,Y mean second-order variables, and x,y,z mean first-order variables. Constants are denoted by lower-case letters a, b, f , g,…respectively, and the arity of a constant f is denoted as ar(f ). First-order terms are built using the grammar t ::= x | f (t 1 ,...,t ar(f ) ) | X (t), where f ∈ , x ∈ X 0 , and X ∈ X 1 . Second-order terms or functions are built using the grammar s ::= λz.t, where t is a first-order term, and z a first-order variable. Notice that, like for variables, we do not consider terms with more than one parameter. Terms are denoted as r, s,t,u,v,.... The set of variables occurring in terms or other syntactic objects is denoted as Var (·). A term without occurrences of free variables is said to be ground. The size of a term t is denoted |t|. It is defined for first-order terms as their number of symbols, and for secondorder terms λz.t as the number of symbols of t but not counting occurrences of z. We use positions in terms, denoted p,q, as sequences of non-negative integers following Dewey notation. In f (t 1 ,...,t n ) or X (r), respectively, the position of the function symbol and the second-order variable is the empty word denoted as ε, and the position of the i th argument is i. The symbol at position ε is also called the head of the term, p ≺ q denotes the prefix relation, p·q the concatenation, and t| p the subterm at position p of t. Second-order substitutions, denoted by greek letters σ,θ,..., are functions from terms to terms, defined as usual, where first-order-variables are mapped to first-order terms, and second-order variables are mapped to second-order terms. When all second-order variables are mapped to linear functions (i.e. contexts), we call it a context substitution, and when all second-order variables are mapped to either linear or constant term functions, we call it a bounded substitution. The application of a substitution σ to a term t is written σ(t), where we always assume that the result is a term, i.
Second-Order Unification Problems
We consider two kinds of unification problems in this paper: stratified context unification problems and bounded second-order unification problems. Note that in (Schmidt-Schauß, 2004 ), a more general condition is used, but it is shown there that the general case can be NP-reduced to the case considered here, under mild restrictions.
A second-order unification problem is a set of equations E ={t 1
= u n }, where t i and u i are first-order terms. The size of an equation E is denoted as |E| and is the number of its symbols. We assume that equations are symmetric. A second-order substitution σ is said to be a bounded unifier (context unifier, respectively) of E, if σ is a bounded substitution (context substitution, respectively), and for all i = 1,...,n, σ(t i ) = σ(u i ). A (bounded or context) unifier σ is said to be a (bounded or context) solution of E, if for all i = 1,...,n σ(t i ) and σ(u i ) are ground. If E has a bounded unifier (context unifier, respectively), then we say that E is bounded-unifiable (context-unifiable, respectively). Similarly for solutions and solvability.
It is easy to see that the following holds (the proof relies on the assumption 0 =∅): Note that the second case of Lemma 2.2 occurs in the equation Since we assume that the signature contains at least one binary function symbol, w.l.o.g. we can restrict E to consist of just one equation.
A bounded solution (context solution, respectively) σ of an equation E is said to be sizeminimal if it minimizes Z ∈Var (E) |σ(Z )| among all bounded solutions (context solutions, respectively) of E. Size-minimal bounded solutions (context solutions) of a second-order problem satisfy the exponent of periodicity lemma (Makanin, 1977; Kościelski and Pacholski, 1996; Schmidt-Schauß and Schulz, 1998; Schmidt-Schauß, 2002 , 2004 
In the following, we denote by eop(σ) the maximal n such that,
The next lemma helps us to avoid the use of constant term functions in the construction of a compressed solution.
Lemma 2.4 For every equation E and every size-minimal bounded solution σ, we can find a decomposition
for some second-order variables X 1 ,...,X n and first-order variables x 1 ,...,x n .
where we have distinguished between variables X i that are instantiated by constant functions, and variables Y j that are instantiated by contexts. We can decompose σ as
for some fresh first-order variables x 1 ,...,x n . It is easy to see that if σ is not minimal for ρ(E), then σ is not minimal for E.
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We say that a set of equations E is stratified if for every variable Z ∈ Var (E), for every pair of occurrences p 1 ,p 2 of Z in the terms of E, the sequence of second-order variables on the path p 1 and on the path p 2 are the same. Here, we mean that X is on the path p in t, if for some prefix p of p, t |p is of the form X (r). For example,
Bounded Second-Order Unification is defined as the problem of deciding if a given set of second-order equations E has a bounded unifier, and Stratified Context Unification is defined as the problem of deciding if a given set of stratified second-order equations has a context unifier.
Singleton Tree Grammars (STG)
We define Singleton Tree Grammars (STG) as a generalization of Singleton Context Free Grammars (SCFG) (Levy et al., 2004; Plandowski, 1994) , extending the expressivity of SCFGs by terms and contexts. This is consistent with the definitions given by Schmidt-Schauß (2005) and Busatto et al. (2005) , with straight line programs, and with the context free tree grammars (Rounds, 1969; Schmidt, 1977, 1978; Comon et al., 2007) . However, it is a special case, where only one parameter is used. In a recent paper (Lohrey et al., 2009) , it was shown that multi-parameter compression can be linearly encoded as one-parameter compression (as used here) if compression is concerned.
Definition 3.1 (Singleton Tree Grammar) A singleton tree grammar (STG) is a 4-tuple G = (T ,C, ,R), where T are tree symbols, C are context symbols, and is a signature of terminal symbols, such that the sets T , C, are pairwise disjoint.
The rules in R may be of the form:
where A,A i ∈ T and C ,C i ∈ C are nonterminals, and f ∈ , with arity n ≥ 0, is terminal. In the case of nonterminals A ∈ T and C ∈ C, we also say that G defines val
For every nonterminal D ∈ T ∪C there is at most one rule having D as left hand side. Given two nonterminals D
If the grammar G is clear, we omit the index in our notation. Usually, less rule possibilities are sufficient for the expressiveness, e.g. the rules C 1 ::= C 2 and A 1 ::= A 2 could be eliminated, however, we keep them, since during generation of instantiations of terms in Section 4, we have to add such rules. The
depth of a grammar, denoted as depth(G), is the maximum of the depths of all nonterminals.
As a generalization of a theorem by Plandowski (1994 Plandowski ( , 1995 , (see also (Busatto et al., 2005) , (Schmidt-Schauß, 2005) and (Lifshits, 2006 (Lifshits, , 2007 ) the following theorem holds:
Theorem 3.3 Given an STG G, and two tree nonterminals A,B from G, it is decidable in polynomial time O(|G|
3 ) whether val G (A) = val G (B).
Depth of a Grammar Relative to Sets of Non-Terminals
We can generalize the definition of depth of a nonterminal, making it relative to a set of nonterminals. This technique was introduced by Gascón et al. (2009) , and is extended here. The use of this measure, in addition to the depth and size of the grammar, allows us to avoid the use of complicated compression techniques in (Levy et al., 2006a) .
Definition 3.4 (Vdepth) The Vdepth of a nonterminal symbol D w.r.t. a grammar G and a subset of nonterminals V of G, denoted Vdepth G (D,V ), is defined as depth G (D), where G is constructed from G by removing all the rules deriving v, for v ∈ V , i.e. by treating all symbols in V as terminals. The number Vdepth(G,V ) is defined as the maximum of all Vdepth G (D,V ), for all nonterminals D of G.
In the following, when we say an STG (G,V ) we mean a grammar G and a subset V of its nonterminal symbols.
Lemma 3.5 For any STG G, and set of nonterminal symbols
where v i ∈ V . There are at most |V |+1 subsequences without symbols of V , and the maximal length of such a sequence is Vdepth(G,V ).
Grammar Extensions
The following lemmas state how the size and the Vdepth of the grammar are increased by extending the STG with concatenations, exponentiation, prefixes, suffixes and subterms of contexts, and subterms and subcontexts of terms. When using log, we mean the binary logarithm.
The Vdepth/depth/size bounds for these operations are related to balancing conditions for trees. In other words, the main idea is to use balanced concatenations of a list of contexts, whenever possible. 
Definition 3.6 (Grammar Extension) We say that a STG G = (T ,C , ,R ) is a grammar extension of another STG G
PROOF. The construction is by divide and conquer and adding fresh nonterminals. First, add rules to construct the concatenation of the first n/2 contexts such that the nonterminal C 1 defines this concatenation.Similarly, let C 2 be the context defining the second half. Then construct the whole concatenation adding the rule C 3 ::= C 1 ·C 2 . The Vdepth bound is then obvious. 
|G |≤|G|+2logn
PROOF. The proof uses the same ideas as the previous lemma.
Lemma 3.10 (Prefix and Suffix) Let G be an STG defining the context c. For any nontrivial prefix or suffix c of the context c, there exists a grammar extension G ⊇ G that defines c , and satisfies, for every set V ,
PROOF. For suffixes, let C be the nonterminal that derives into the context c. We recursively compute a list of contexts list(C ) as follows (written as a sequence): if the rule that derives C is C ::= C , then list(C ) = list(C ); if the rule is C ::
Finally, if the rule is C ::= C 1 ·C 2 , then depending on where the hole of c should be, either list(C ) = list(C 2 ) or list(C ) = list(C 1 );C 2 . This will produce a list of at most depth(G) nonterminals of G. The concatenation will represent the desired suffix c of c. Then, Lemma 3.8 gives the stated bounds. For prefixes, we first compute a list of contexts top-down and then construct the concatenation. This may produce a list of depth(G) contexts. Thus, Vdepth(G ) ≤ Vdepth(G)+ log(depth(G))+1
Lemma 3.11 (Subterm) Let G be an STG defining the context c or term t. For any nontrivial subterm t of the context c or of the term t, there exists a grammar extension G ⊇ G that defines t and satisfies, for every set V ,
PROOF. There are two possibilities: either there is already a tree nonterminal defining u, then we are finished, or, by recursively descending, there is a rule A 1 ::= C [A 2 ], and t has to be constructed as C 2 [A 2 ], where C 2 defines a suffix of C . So, we have the same estimations as for the suffix given by Lemma 3.10, but there is one additional symbol and rule and a possible further increase of |G| and Vdepth(G ,V ) by 1.
Lemma 3.12 (Subcontext) Let G be an STG defining the term t. For any nontrivial prefix context c of the term t, there exists a grammar extension G ⊇ G that defines c and satisfies, for every set V ,

|G | ≤ | G|+depth(G)(depth(G)+3/2) Vdepth(G ) ≤ Vdepth(G)+2log(depth(G))+4
PROOF. Let A be the nonterminal symbol defining the term t = val G (A) and let p be the main path of c.
First we show by induction that we can extend the grammar and generate a list of context nonterminals that can be concatenated to construct c. The induction is on depth G (A).
The base case is that depth G (A) = 0, that implies c = [·] and |p|=0. In this case the list is empty.
For the induction step we consider the (nontrivial) different possibilities for rules deriving A:
1. The rule is A ::= f (A 1 ,...,A n ) and p = k p . Then, we extend the grammar with the rule (c) Otherwise, the position p is within val G (C ) but it is not a prefix of mp(val G (C )). Then, p = p k p and mp(val G (C )) = p k p , for some k = k , and for some p , p and p . Hence, p is the longest common prefix of p and mp(val G (C )). Since contexts are unary, we have a n-ary function symbol f with n ≥ 2 in the splitting point of the two paths. Therefore, there must be a rule C ::
We extend the grammar with the rules
where C 1 ,...,C 4 and A 1 are fresh nonterminal symbols. We also add, as in the proof of Lemma 3.10, at most depth G (C ) rules to derive from C 2 the prefix of val G (C ) with main path p . Therefore,
We also add at most depth G (C ) rules to derive from C 4 the suffix of val G (C ), starting at p k and with main path p . Therefore, Vdepth G (C 4 ,V ) ≤ Vdepth(G,V )+ log(depth(G))+1. In total, we introduce at most 2depth G (C )+4 ≤ 2depth G (A)+2 new rules, and get
Finally, we construct the list of context nonterminals as C 1 concatenated with the list generated inductively for B k and p , where
The worst bound is obtained for case 2 (c). In this case, the list of context nonterminals obtained for A and p has length bounded by depth G (A)/2. We can construct c as the concatenation of all the symbols of the list. By Lemma 3.8, this concatenation can be done adding at most depth G (A)/2−1 new rules, and increasing the Vdepth in at most log(depth G (A)/2)+1. Therefore, for the total grammar size we have
The Vdepth increase is bounded by log(depth G (A)/2)+1 plus the maximal Vdepth of all the symbols of the list, i.e. by
+2 log(depth(G))+4
Representing Terms and Contexts with Grammars
In this subsection we describe how grammars can be used to define terms and instances of terms. There must be a connection between their respective signatures. Thus, constants and function symbols are exactly the terminal symbols of the grammar, and variables are a subset of the nonterminal symbols.
Definition 3.13 (Grammars Defining Terms and Contexts) Given a term t ∈ T ( ,X ) and an STG G = T ,C, ,R
, where X 0 ⊆ T and X 1 ⊆ C, we say that the tree nonterminal A ∈ T defines t, if t = val G (A).
Similarly for a context c and a context nonterminal symbol C . Accordingly, if A defines t (or C defines c, respectively) for some nonterminals of G, then we say that G defines t (or c, respectively).
Notice that in the previous definition first-order variables are a subset of the tree nonterminal symbols of G, and second-order variables are a subset of the context nonterminal symbols. Moreover, nonterminal symbols representing variables may have no deriving rules in G.
Context substitutions are naturally modelled as grammar extensions, where some rules deriving nonterminal symbols representing variables are added. For instance, the grammar G ={A :: For bounded substitutions the situation is more complicated. For instance, G ={A ::= X [y]} defines from A the term t = X (y). Given σ =[X → λz.a], the grammar G ={A ::= x ,x ::= a} defines from A the term σ(t), where x is a first-order variable, hence a tree nonterminal symbol. Notice that, in this case, G ⊆ G . This construction can be generalized as follows: given a STG G defining t and u, we can construct a smaller STG G defining [X → λz.u](t). However, in this case, G is not a grammar extension of G. We have not found a natural way to model bounded substitutions as grammar extensions. PROOF. Let X be the set of non-terminals of G without any deriving rules in G, but with deriving rules in G . Non-terminals of X define variables of t. Then, define σ as the substitution that instantiates X ∈ X by val G (X ). The substitution σ is a context substitution because the grammar extension replaces tree symbols by terms and context symbols by contexts, but not context symbols by terms.
Lemma 3.14 If the STG G defines the term t and the term u (context c, respectively), then there exists a grammar extension G ⊇ G that defines [Z → u](t) (that defines
[
Size Bounds for Iterated Grammar Constructions
In previous subsections we have described several grammar extensions G ⊇ G that allow us to define terms and contexts constructed from pieces already defined by G. We have also seen that, if the grammar G already defines two terms t and u, we can construct a grammar extension G ⊇ G that defines the instantiation of x by u in t. In this case, we have to measure the Vdepth relative to a bigger set V = V ∪{x} that also includes the instantiated variable, if we do not want to get a blow up in the value of the depth, that might result in non-polynomial blow up in the size of the grammar.
In Section 4, we will see how, given an equation E defined by a STG G, and a size-minimal solution σ, we can get a grammar extension G ⊇ G defining σ(E). This will be done using the constructions described in this section a polynomial number of times. We call these constructions grammar extension steps.
In this subsection we also measure the grammar size and grammar Vdepth increase after applying a polynomial number of grammar extension steps. In some of the constructions there are additional parameters (the number of contexts that we concatenate, the value of the exponent) that also have to be bound. Lemmas 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, or 3.14 , where the exponent used in Lemma 3.9 is bounded by 2 α , and the number of concatenated contexts in Lemma 3.8 is bounded by α.
Definition 3.16 (Grammar Extension Step) We say that the pair G ,V is constructed from the pair G,V using an α-bounded grammar extension step if it can be constructed using
Theorem 3.17 If the grammar G has size |G|=O(n), and G ,V is constructed from G,∅ using O(n k ) many O(n)-bounded grammar extension steps, then
PROOF. Let the sequence of grammar extension steps be G,
Taking the worst case of Lemmas 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.14, we can construct the recurrences:
These worst cases are calculated as follows. In Lemmas 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12, we have V i+1 = V i , and the worst case is given by instantiation Lemma 3.14, which increases the size of V i by at most one. For the Vdepth, the biggest increase is 2 logdepth(G i )+5, given in Lemma 3.12 or the α increment given by Lemma 3.9, where α is the bound of the extension step (in our case O(n)). For the size, the worst increment is the depth(G i )(depth(G i )+3) given by Lemma 3.12 or the 2α increment given by Lemma 3.9, where again α = O(n).
Since m = O(n k ) and |V i |≤i, we have |V i |=O(n k ), for every i = 0,...,m. From this bound and Lemma 3.5, we have depth(
. Therefore, the recurrence for Vdepth(G i ,V i ) may be replaced by
A first bound for these recurrence can be computed relaxing the inequality as
(n). Replacing this approximated solution in (3) results in
Using the bound i < m = O(n k ), we get the approximated solution Vdepth(G i ,V i ) = O(n 2k ).
Replacing again this approximated solution in (3) results on
. Replacing this in the recursion for |G i | we get |G i+1 |=|G i |+O(n 4k+2 ). Hence, |G i |=O(n 5k+2 ).
For generalized SCU-equations, i.e. if an initial equation already has compressed subterms and subcontexts, we need a slightly modified upper bound computation: In this case the set of variables that may be instantiated is at most |G|, and hence polynomial, however, the exponent of periodicity may be linear exponential, since it may depend on the expanded size of the equations.
Lemma 3.18
If the grammar G has size |G|=O(n), and G ,V is constructed from G,∅ using O(n k ) many O(a n )-bounded grammar extension steps for some a > 1, then for allâ > a:
. Taking the worst case of Lemmas 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.14, we can construct the recurrences:
These worst cases are calculated as follows. In Lemmas 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12, we have V i+1 = V i , and the worst case is given by instantiation Lemma 3.14, that increases the size of V i by one. For the Vdepth, the biggest increase is 2 logdepth(G i )+5, given in Lemma 3.12 or the α increment given by Lemma 3.9, where α is the bound of the extension step (in our case O(a n )). For the size, the worst increment is the depth(G i )(depth(G i )+3) given by Lemma 3.12 or the 2α increment given by Lemma 3.9, where again α = O(a n ). Since m = O(n k ) and |V i |≤i, we have |V i |=O(n k ), for every i = 0,...,m. From this bound and Lemma 3.5, we have depth(
A first bound for these recurrence can be computed relaxing the inequality as follows Vdepth (G i+1 
Replacing this approximated solution in the original inequality results on
Using the bound i < m = O(n k ) and the domination of the exponential function, we get the solution Vdepth(G i ,V i ) = O(a n 1 ), for any a 1 > a. Therefore, depth(G i 
Constructing the Compressed Instantiation
In this section we prove that the instantiation of the the initial equation by a size-minimal solution for bounded second-order unification problems and for stratified context unification problems can be represented in a polynomially-sized STG. This representation is described constructively. The algorithm used for this construction is reminiscent of the ones used by Schmidt-Schauß (2002 , 2004 to prove the decidability of SCU and BSOU. Nevertheless, in this case, we do not compute the solution σ. Given an equation E and a minimal-size solution σ, we construct a compact representation of σ(E). Therefore, the complexity of this algorithm is irrelevant, only the final size of the compressed representation is of importance.
Generalized Equations and Properties
In this section we operate on a generalized equation ( 
Now we can see again that the new E, ρ(E) is not yet solved because now val G
Keep in mind that E 0 is the initial equation that is assumed to be uncompressed. In the following we only speak of an equation E, but always mean a generalized equation w.r.t. the current STG G and solution σ. We also assume, due to Lemma 2.4, that in the case of BSOU the minimal solutions that we consider are context solutions.
To bound the number of executions of the loop of the algorithm, we define an ordering on the equations, and prove that ρ(E) is strictly smaller than E w.r.t. it. This ordering is also reminiscent of the ones proposed by Schmidt-Schauß (2002 , 2004 to prove the termination of the decision algorithms for BSOU and for SCU. The algorithms in these paper have an at least exponential worst-case execution time. Here we prove that the length of any strictly decreasing sequence of equations in the construction process is polynomially bounded on the size of E 0 . The rules used to enlarge G are grammar extension steps (see Definition 3.16). The decomposition of σ into two parts ρ and σ is described in the rest of this section, after some introductory definitions.
Definition 4.2 (Surface and relations on variables) We say that p is a surface position of t, if for every proper prefix p of p, the term t |p is not of the form X (t ).
Given is not irreflexive then there is an occurs-check situation and the equation is unsolvable. In second-order unification this is not the case, + E may be not irreflexive (i.e. E cyclic) and E solvable.
Definition 4.3 (Cycle) A cycle in an equation E ={s ?
= t} is a sequence of variables Z 1 ,...,Z n such that Z i E Z i+1 , and Z n E Z 1 , and the case E occurs at least once. The length of the cycle is n. The following lemma is easily derived from the definition of surface equations and the ordering ≈ E and E . 
Definition 4.4 (Equation Cycle) An equation cycle K of E is a sequence
X 1 (s 1 ) ? = d 1 (X 2 (t 1 )) ,..., X h−1 (s h−1 ) ? = d h−1 (X h (t h−1 )) , X h (s h ) ? = d h (X 1 (t h ))
Lemma 4.5 If there is an equation cycle, then E is cyclic. If E is cyclic
= Z 1 E Z 2 E Z 2 E ... E Z d .
Lemma 4.7 In a solvable equation E there is no cycle where all variables are first-order.
The shortest equation cycle in an equation E is not longer than |Var (E)|.
Definition 4.8 (Ordering on equations) Given an equation E, the measure µ(E)
is a lexicographic combination µ 1 (E),µ 2 (E) of the following components:
where χ(E) for cyclic equations has the lexicographically ordered components: PROOF. The upper bound is obvious from the components, since µ 1 has only |E| possibilities, ν permits |E| 3 possibilities, which dominates χ which permits only |E| 2 possibilities.
Construction of the Grammar
We want to join the algorithms for BSOU and for SCU as much as possible, since the algorithms are very similar. There is an obvious difference for the case where all surface equations are of the form X (...) ? = Y (...), since then in BSOU there is an obvious unifier, whereas for SCU the algorithm has to look further for partial instances and is far from being finished. We assume σ(X ) to be a context for all second-order variables X , since for BSOU we assume by Lemma 2.4 that the minimal solution σ is also a context substitution.
The following construction methods (see Section 3) are already described and the corresponding estimations for the grammar-size increases are already given. These constructions correspond to the grammar extension steps of Definition 3.16. If G defines the terms t,u (the contexts c,d), then the following can be constructed: a subterm of t, a prefix context of t, a suffix of c, a prefix of c, and exponentiation of the context c, and a concatenation c ·d of contexts c,d. Also the following instantiations are constructible:
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The plan is to present the following cases in order:
• First, we give some basic rules for instantiations in trivial cases and instantiations of first-order variables.
• Then, the case where there are cycles for BSOU as well as for SCU.
• Finally, the case when there are no cycles. Here a large part of the construction is common for BSOU and SCU. Only the case that all surface variables are in ≈ E -equivalence classes that are maximal as well as minimal w.r.t. E requires a different treatment.
We will count different types of STG-extensions according to Theorem 3.17. For this estimations we assume that the signature is fixed and hence the maximal arity of a function symbol is O(1). In the following σ is a minimal context solution of the current equation E ={s ? = t}. We also assume that every instantiation step partially instantiates the given problem by ρ, where ρ is built accordingly to a decomposition of σ as σ •ρ with σ(Z ) = σ •ρ(Z ) for all Z ∈ Var (E), depending on the substitution σ and the possible cases of the construction. The substitution σ will have the components needed for the freshly introduced variables by ρ. When we argue that the measure strictly decreases, we only provide arguments for the extreme case and omit the trivial arguments.
Case 1 Trivial Cases
There are some trivial cases that we solve by means of the following rule which we refer to as TRIVIAL-INSTANTIATION: Case 1.1 There is a second-order variable X ∈ Var (E) with
, and enlarge the grammar with the rule X ::= [·] according to Lemma 3.14. The new grammar defines ρ(E) and is obtained by a grammar extension step of the old grammar. The new equation ρ(E) is strictly smaller than the old one E, because it contains less variables, i.e. µ 1 (ρ(E)) <µ 1 (E). = t has σ as solution, the variable x does not occurs in t |p . Take ρ =[x → t |p ]. According to the subterm construction of Lemma 3.11, extend G with the rules necessary to define t |p by a new non-terminal T and, according to Lemma 3.14, with the rule x ::= T . Therefore the new grammar defines ρ(E) and it is obtained with two grammar extension steps. Like in the previous case, ρ(E) is strictly smaller than E because contains less variables.
Case 2 There Are Cycles
There is an equation cycle K of the form
where
is not trivial. We can assume that there are no TRIVIAL INSTANTIATIONS possible, hence there are no first-order variables in the cycle. We also assume that this is a minimal equation cycle: it is of minimal length, and of minimal reduced-length among length-minimal equational cycles, i.e. its length is χ 1 (E) and its reduced-length is χ 2 (E).
We define a single construction step, which we refer to as CONSTRUCT-FOR-CYCLIC. There are two cases: Case 2.1 There are two or more nontrivial contexts
, where k +1 = h. We focus on a maximal-length sequence of trivial contexts:
. Let q be the maximal position satisfying the following conditions: (1) q is a prefix of mp(d k+1 ), and (2) q is a prefix of mp(σ(X i )), for all i = 1,...,k +1. Let c be the prefix subcontext of d k+1 with hole at position q. There are several subcases:
where X 1 ,...,X k are fresh second-order variables. The new equation ρ(E) will contain a cycle of the same length as the one we analyze, but the list of trivial contexts will be longer. Therefore, ρ(E) will be strictly smaller than E because χ 2 (ρ(E)) <χ 2 (E). Case 2.1.2 If q is a position of the hole in some context σ(X j ), for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k +1, then take
Since we remove k +1 variables X i 's, and we only add k variables X i 's, µ 1 (ρ(E)) will be strictly smaller that µ 1 (E), hence ρ(E) smaller that E w.r.t. µ. Case 2.1.3 [The derailing case] Otherwise, for i = 1,...,k +1, let q i be the sequence satisfying |q i |=1 and q ·q i is a prefix of mp(σ(X i )). Note that the contexts σ(X i ) |q have the same function symbol f as head, which is also the head of the suffix context d k+1 | q . Take the substitution
where y i,j are fresh first-order variables, and X i are fresh second-order variables. Applying the substitution ρ to the original equations we obtain, among others, the following surface equations:
Notice that we may introduce more variables than we remove, therefore ρ (E) can be bigger than E w.r.t. the ordering µ. Fortunately, for i ∈{1...k}, we can construct a substitution ρ i that, for j ∈{1...m}, instantiates the first-order variable y i,j by either y i+1,j , when q i+1 = j, or by X i+1 (t i ), when q i+1 = j. We can also construct a substitution ρ k+1 that, for j ∈{1...m}, instantiates the first-order variable y k+1,j
, where terms u i,j are of the form
On the complexity of Bounded are subterms or subcontexts of E. Therefore, the grammar can be extended to define ρ(E) with O(k) grammar extension steps. We can see also that, since not all q i 's are equal, ρ applied to the original cycle gives a smaller cycle. Hence, χ 1 (ρ(E)) <χ 1 (E). Case 2.2 The Case 2.1 does not apply, i.e. the equation cycle is as follows: 
The new equation ρ(E) contains a variable less than E, the one corresponding to X j . = r, where r has a function symbol as head. Let q be the maximal position such that the following holds: (1) q is a prefix of all main paths of σ(X ), for all X ∈ W , and (2) q is a surface position in r. There are some subcases: Case 3.1.1 Position q is the main path of some context, say σ(X 1 ), where X 1 ∈ W . Let c be the prefix of r with main path q. Take
where W ={X 1 ,...,X n } and X 2 ,...,X n are fresh second-order variables. The new equation ρ(E) has a variable less, therefore it is smaller than E. Case 3.1.2 Assume Case 3.1.1 does not apply. If r |q is of the form x or X (u), let c be the context prefix of r with main path q. Take
where W ={X 1 ,...,X n } and X 1 ,...,X n are fresh second-order variables. In this case the number of variables does not decrease, but ρ(E) contains a maximal class {X 1 ,...,X n ,X } or {X 1 ,...,X n ,x} bigger than the maximal class W of E, which has a smaller sum of all the numbers depth E (X i ). Therefore, ν 1 (ρ(E)) <ν 1 (E) and ρ(E) is smaller than E w.r.t. µ. = r. Like in the other derailing cases, take
where y i,j are fresh first-order variables, the variables X i [·] occur at argument index q i , and X i are fresh second-order variables. Applying the substitution ρ to the original equations we obtain, among others, the following surface equation:
Now we can construct the instantiation ρ n , such that y n,j is replaced by r| q·j for j = q n . For i ∈{1...n −1}, we can inductively construct (perhaps by rearranging the indices if necessary), substitutions ρ i that, for j ∈{1...m}, instantiates the first-order variable y i,j by either y i+1,j , when q i+1 = j, or by X j (t i ) for some j , when q i+1 = j. Finally, take ρ = ρ n •···ρ 1 •ρ restricted to the domain {X 1 ,...,X n }.
After instantiating E with ρ, the maximal class W is split into at least two nonempty new maximal classes. This produces a decrement in the value of ν 2 .
Case 3.2 Assume that the case 3.1 is not applicable. The remaining case is that all second-order variables {X 1 ,...,X n } that occur at surface positions are in E -maximal ≈ E -equivalence classes of E, that in addition are E -minimal. Now we have to describe the construction for BSOU and SCU separately. Case for BSOU As we prove below in Lemma 4.11, this case is very special, due to minimality of the solution σ. Only the following can occur:
, where f is some unary function symbol of the signature. Take ρ = σ, and the algorithm finishes.
Case for SCU Let W ={X 1 ,...,X n } be one of the ≈ E -equivalence classes of E, that are E -maximal as well as E -minimal. Note that W consists only of second-order variables. For i = 1,...,n, let q i be a position of length 1 that is a prefix of the main path of σ(X i ). Stratifiedness implies that all occurrences of variables of W are on surface positions. Minimality of σ 0 implies that
, there is a function symbol f ∈ , which is the head of all σ(X i ). Take
where the X i 's and y i,j 's are fresh second and first-order variables, respectively. Applying the same argument as for the derailing cases, construct a substitution ρ that instantiates all y i,j 's by subterms of E. Finally, take ρ = ρ •ρ , restricted to the variables X i 's. Since |{q i | i = 1,...,n}| ≥ 2, the equivalence class W of E will be split into at least two nonempty equivalence classes in ρ(E). Therefore ρ(E) is strictly smaller than E.
Properties of the Construction and Bounds for G
The following lemma has been proved in the previous analysis by cases and establishes the correctness of the grammar construction. 
PROOF. This is the case where all second-order variables {X 1 ,...,X n } that occur at surface positions are in a E -maximal ≈ E -equivalence class in Var G (E), that is in addition E -minimal. Since we are in the case of BSOU, it is possible in this case to construct a small solution as follows: For a signature constant a, define the substitution ρ := {X i → λ_.a | i = 1,...,n}. Then, together with the already computed instantiation σ, the solution ρ •σ, restricted to the variable in Var (E 0 ) is a unifier of the initial equation E 0 that is in addition size-minimal, which follows from the soundness part of Lemma 4.10. Since we have assumed that our size-minimal solution is a context solution, and σ(X i ) = [·] is excluded because the trivial cases are not possible, the size of σ(X i )) must be 1, and hence, for every i, we have σ(X i ) = f ([·]), for some f ∈ 1 .
We obtain the following upper bound on the size of an STG that represents a minimal solution of a BSOU or SCU-problem E. = t, the terms σ(s) and σ(t) can be represented with a polynomially-sized STG G , that in addition is a grammar extension of the original STG G. When the algorithm guesses this grammar, it accepts. Therefore, the algorithm is complete.
NP-hardness for both decision problems is already known (Schmidt-Schauß and Schulz, 1998; Schmidt-Schauß, 2004 ).
One-step rewrite constraints were introduced by Caron et al. (1993) . In (Niehren et al., 2000) it is proved that SCU and one-step rewrite constraints are equivalent problems. From this result and Theorem 5.1 we can conclude the following result.
Corollary 5.2 Solvability of one-step rewrite constraints is NP-complete.
It is not clear whether unifiability of generalized stratified context-unification problems (G,E) is in NP, since the usual encoding does not produce a stratified unification problem. However, the following is easy:
Corollary 5.3 Unifiability of generalized bounded second-order unification problems is NPcomplete.
PROOF. The STGs G and the generalized input equation E can be encoded into usual ones in linear time as follows: Every nonterminal is turned into a variable, where term nonterminals are turned into first-order variables and context non-terminals into second-order variables. The grammar has to be translated into equations in the usual way, where the rules for context nonterminals have to be translated as two equations. E.g. C 1 ::= C 2 ·C 3 is translated as the two equations C For stratified context-unification problems the complexity bound is a bit higher:
Corollary 5.4 Unifiability of generalized stratified context unification problems is in NEXPTIME.
PROOF. Let E be the generalized SCU-problem compressed using the STG G. The exponent of periodicity is of order O(2 (a |G| ) ), for some a > 1, since it must be determined using the size of the SCU-problem after expanding it using the rules from G. Then, we use the same construction as for plain SCU-problems. Note that the number of variables is O(|G|), and hence the number of construction steps is the same as for plain SCU-problems. Applying Lemma 3.18 and using the same arguments as in Main Theorem 5.1, we obtain the upper complexity bound NEXPTIME.
Conclusion
We prove that bounded second-order unification and stratified context unification are in NP, exploiting compression of instantiations using singleton tree grammars and finally making a non-deterministic guess of a polynomial-sized grammar. We also compute upper bounds for the grammar that has to be guessed as O(n 27 ). Presumably, the bound can be improved by a finer analysis of the grammar extensions and instantiations.
